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Abstract
Blind signatures are important techniques and are widely used in many e-commerce
services, such as electronic voting and electronic cash system. In this article, we
present a blind signature scheme based on elliptic curves cryptography and prove that
it satisfies the requirements of blindness, unforgeability and untraceability.
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Introduction
Blind signature is a kind of digital signatures. Unlike a normal digital signature
scheme, in a blind signature scheme, a signer signs a message without knowing what
the message contains. That is, the message is blinded by a requester. After receiving
the signed message from the signer, the requester can derives the valid signature for
the message from the signer. Anyone can verify the blind signature using the public
key of the signer. If the message and its signature are published, the signer can verify
the signature, but he/she cannot link the message-signature pair [4]. Because of these
two properties: blindness and untraceability, blind signatures are widely used in many
e-commerce services, (e.g. electronic voting schemes and electronic payment
systems).
The concept of the first blind signature scheme was introduced by Chaum [2]. This
scheme was based on the factoring logarithm and the security depended on the RSA
assumption. Camenisch et al. presented the blind signature based on the discrete
logarithm problem [1]. In order to improve the efficiency of the blind signature, Fan
et al. proposed a new scheme with a security which depended on the difficulty of
solving the square roots of quadratic residues [3]. In this article, we present a new
blind signature scheme based on elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) [5, 6, 7, 10]. The
security of ECC is based on the elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem (ECDLP)
and was proven to provide greater efficiency than the factorization and discrete
logarithm systems used by Vanstone [11].
In the next section, we shall present an improved scheme based on ECC. In Section 3,
the discussions will reveal that our scheme can achieve the requirements of blindness,
unforgeability and untraceability. Finally, concluding remarks will be given in the last
section.

The Proposed Scheme
In this section, we propose a new blind signature which is based on ECC. Notations in
this article are listed as follows.
Xs: private key of the signer
Qs: public key of the signer
k: randomly chosen number by the signer
u, v: randomly chosen number by the requester
m: message which the requester wants to blind
H(．): a collision-free hash function
P: a generator point in ECC

The procedure of the proposed scheme is shown in Figure1.
Step 1. The requester gets R' from the signer. That is, R'=kP.
Step2. The requester calculates R= uR'+vP, e= H(R||m), and sends e'=

e
to the
u

signer.
Step 3. The signer calculates S'= Xse' + k and sends it to the requester.
Step 4. Upon receiving S', the requester calculates S= S'u+ v and checks the following
equation:
SP= eQs + R
(1)
If this verification is successful, then the requester gets a valid signature.

Figure 1: The proposed scheme
We give an e-Payment application to indicate the effective of the proposed scheme. If
a user (U) wants to withdraw a coin (E-cash) from the bank (B). The procedures of
using the proposed scheme are as follows:
1. U sends a request to B for withdrawing of E-coin, m.
2. B chooses a random number k, computes R' (=kP), and sends R' to U. After
receiving R', U computes R (=uR’+vP) and e (=H(R||m)), using secret random
value u and v. Then, U calculates the blinded value e’ (e’=e/u) and sends it to B.
3. B uses his/her private key to generate a blind signature S' (=Xbe’+k) for e' and

sends it to U. Here Xb is B’s private key.
4. U un-blinds B’s signature S' by using u and v (i.e., S= S'u+ v), and verifies S by
checking the equations: SP= eQb + R, where Qb is a public-key of the bank. If the
equation holds, U obtains a valid E-cash.
Next, U stores the E-cash S to a diskette or smart card. When the user U wants to
purchase merchandise over Internet, he/she sends the E-cash to the merchant. The
merchant verifies the E-cash whether legal one or not by checking the equations: SP=
eQb + R. If the equation holds, the merchant obtains a valid E-cash.

Security Analysis
In this section, we will show that our scheme preserves all the characteristic of a blind
signature.


Blindness:
The signer signs a message without knowing its contents. Blindness is the first
important property in a blind signature. In our scheme, the requester calculates R
= uR' + vP, and generates e' which is a concatenation of R and m with a hash
function H(．). Then, he/she sends them to the signer. Hence, the signer cannot
know the message m.



Unforgeability:
No one can forge (m, R, S) because the elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem
is difficult to solve. We assume three situations as follows.
Situation 1: If someone tried to fake R1, m1, he/she cannot obtain S1. Because
S1P= e1Qs+ R1 and S1 is unknown. It is an elliptic curve discrete logarithm
problem and difficult to solve.
Situation 2: If someone gets S1, m1, he/she cannot obtain R1. Because S1P = e1Qs
+ R1, R1 is unknown, and e1 = H(R1||m1). It is also an elliptic curve discrete
logarithm problem and difficult to solve.
Situation 3: If someone tries to fake R1 and S1, he/she cannot obtain m1. Because
S1P = e1Qs + R1, he/she cannot get e1 without m1. It is an elliptic curve discrete
logarithm problem and is difficult to solve.



Untraceability
If anyone obtains the valid signature, he/she cannot link this signature to the

message. In our scheme, if the signer keep a record set ( ki, R'i, e'i, S'i ), where i=
1, 2, …, n, he/she cannot trace the blind signature. We expand this as follows.
When the requester reveals n records (mi, Ri, Si) to the public, the signer will
compute the values ei and u', and obtain Si and Ri, where ei = H( Ri || mi ), and u'
e
= i . However, the signer cannot trace the blind signature by detecting whether
e' i
each Ri and Ri+1 have the same relation. Therefore, the signer cannot trace the
blind signature.

Conclusion
The main advantage of ECC is more efficient, including storage efficiencies,
bandwidth savings and computational efficiencies, than those of existing public key
schemes with the same criterion of security and data [11]. Therefore, the proposed
scheme can apply to the applications which are constrained by bandwidth, processing
capacity, power availability, or storages. Such as, wireless transactions, hand-held
computer or PDA, and smartcard applications. Smartcards have restricted
computational power and memory, but they are ideal for protecting secret data
(private keys, token, E-cash, or sensitive operations) [8, 9]. Therefore, we can
combine the proposed scheme with smartcards to apply in e-Payment application.
In this article, we have proposed a blind signature scheme based on the elliptic curve
discrete logarithm problem. ECC had been proven to provide more efficiency. Our
scheme preserves all the characteristic of a blind signature. Our scheme can be
applied to electronic commerce applications, such as e-voting or e-payment.
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